
Marine Mining Venture 

Objective 
To establish a business that will ensure an on-going supply of gem quality diamonds from Concession 

10A and lOB 

Parties 

Africa Group (AG) 
(which will supply, access to ownership of the concession, management expertise, marine mining 

experience and the necessary machinery and vessels to commence operations) 

Includes: African Dune, Pina Ferrante and Louis Liebenberg, Baggers (Pty) Ltd and Street Spirit 

Trading (Pty) Ltd. 

Europe Group (EG) 

(who will supply the funding for the venture) 

Includes the investors and principals comprising of Dr jur. avv. Zwetan Zanev; Emil Nikolov; Andrea 

Caravelli; Kiril NedectcheV; Chris Valkov; Salvatore Ferrante and Henri Henrion 

Process 

1. Agree on value and quantum of parties contributions. 

2. 
perform due diligence to ensure that the concession is both valid & secured. 

3. 
Form a company (Newco) and appointment of external resources. 

4. Commence operations in 10A within 6 weeks of this agreement. 

5. proceed to mine lOB; using subcontractor if warranted. 

Agree on value and quantum of parties contributions. 

Background 
AG stated that $2 million payment to AD (as consideration for fixed assets and the concession rights) 

was requisite for the agreement to be concluded. EG would provide the initial operating cash 

requirement of $500 000 and pay the costs of R7.4m ($925k) for the transfer of shares and 

concession rights held by Baggers (Pty) Ltd. 

Henri Henrion, acting for the EG proposed that they should therefore fund the operating company 

(Newco) with an amount of $875k (R7.0m) and that the $375k (over and above the $500k operating 

capital) should be paid to AD as a part payment of the assets acquired form them. 

Given that the assets are to be sold to Newco for a consideration of RiOm ($1.25m) the deposit 

would have the net effect of balancing the two parties claims in Newco. 

EG have requested a list of the assets to be transferred and expect these to be subject to due 

diligence process as they see fit. 



Response 

AG is happy in principal with the proposal and request that the "deposit" be increased to $625k and 

that since this would change the claims to $1025k/$725k. They thus propose that the shareholding 

be in the favour of the EG in the ratio 60/40. The share ration being important as it ensures that the 

repayment of the loan accounts is pro rata. 

N.B. The overall effect is that the cash commitment for the EG is now set at $2m ($925+ $1025) 

The following tables clarify the above figures: 

Proposal as per Henri 	 Rand 	USD 	 NOTES 

The balance of the loan account ($500k)  is to be used to fund the operations and includes the 

provision for the refurbishment costs of the vessels R2.45m ($306k) 

Perform due diligence to ensure that the concession is both valid & secured 

Ownership of the Concession is central to the entire venture. 

EG requested (and have received) copies of the documentation relation to the ownership of 

Concession 10 A and lOB. (There is one document relating to the sale of shares that is being 

translated for EG.) 

EG will appoint suitable persons to verify the authenticity of the ownership and liaise with Louis 

Liebenberg in this regard. 

The completion of this process will trigger the deposit of an amount of R7.4m ($925k) into a 

nominated lawyers trust account for payment as per the schedule below subsequent to the 

formation of Newco. 

Ownership of Baggers Pty) Ltd. (and Street Spirit Trading (Pty) Ltd.) shall be in the ratio of 2/3 to EG 

and one third shall remain in the name of Pina Ferrante (or nominee). This ownership shall revert to 

50/50 upon the repayment of the loans to all parties to this agreement. 





Auditor's remuneration 	 3 750 	 4 125 	 4 538 

Bank charges 	I 	 0u 
Cleaning materials 	 300 	 330 	 363 

Depreciath 
Entertainment 	 7 500 	 8250 	 9 075 

1 250 

	

8250 	 9075 	 9983 
763 

7 260 
538 
454 

195° 
9 075 

es-: e 
Staff refreshments 

Telephone 	 35250 
oo 

Travel & Subsistence 	 22 500 	 24750 	 27 225 

Vehicles 	- 	. 	 26 142 	 26 506 

Operating profit/(loss), 2 418 732 138 2Q009 

Interest paid - overdraft 
intereaid 	loans 

- 

Profit before tax 2 358 073 2 685 888 2 763 759 

Povision for tax 
Profit/(loss) after tax 1 983 406 2 154 888 2217688 

Legal lees 
óe re' 

Printing & stationery 
Professional fees 
Repairs & maintenance 
SalariesBasic 
Salaries - Commission 

Budget 1OA 
The Income statement here is presented in $ (USD) and is based upon the assumptions detailed in 

the table immediately below. It should be noted that the figures illustrated here show an annual 

production of just on 9 500 carats for the year. There is a table of potential assumptions that 

indicate that over 20 000 carats is indeed achievable. 

Projected Income Statement Year I Year 2 Year 3 Years Ito 3 

Income 

Sales 
Cost of sales 

3039 
209 000.; 

3419408 
248 900 

32026 
276 082 

9 981WT  
733 982 

Gross Profit 2 830 474 3 170 508 3 246 944 9 247 926  

On the following pages are the projected balance sheet and cash flow summaries for three years. 

The director's loan accounts are a combination of the hard assets bought and the illustrated value of 

Concession 10 $6.25m (1150m). The directors shall have to decide whether these rights should be 

within Newco or (as probably preferable) to remain the sole asset of Baggers (Pty) Ltd. 



Projected Balance Sheet 
Year 3 Year 2 Year I 



Years I to 3 

'rr544 700 
13 

500 000 
9 688 322 

1 356 365 

10672207 
1 317706 

-390625 
-12413 

914 668 
306 250 

2 422 081 
757 181 

15 625 
2 269 
7 875 

905 667 
144 227 

1 253 240 
2 887 500 

433 125 

500 000 

122 500 
872 493 

872 493 

872493 

412 400 
	

438 370 
	

466 936 

-130208 
-3750 

278442 

-130208 -130208 
-4125 -4538 

304036 332190 

306 250 
690 789 
228 000 
15625 

- 
852 693 
250 800 

- 

- 
878 598 
278 381 

- 
1 875 188 206 

- 3750 4125 
115633 540769 249265 

74 878 33 007 36 343 
350648 445710 456881 
581 250 1150000 1156250 
87 188 172 500 173 438 

250 000 250 000 

60 000 46 250 16 250 

Projected Cash Flow 
	 Year I 

	
Year 2 	Year 3 


